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1.

Executive summary

What
This deliverable, corresponding to Task 3.2 in INSEC project, analyses the four security end
end-user segments
represented in the INSEC Consortium:  Rescue Services;  Police and National Security Office;  Academies
of Security Sciences and  National Security Infrastructures. The
he analysis presented here has not been structured
as an exhaustive diagnosis of the Security Sector (accomplished already in different projects an initiatives), but as
a way to gain a broad knowledge, from an Innovation point of view,, of security related organisations. This study
combines a quantitative, analytical approach together with a valuable qualitative perspective stemming from end
endusers’ experienced point of view.

Why
The ultimate purpose of Task 3.2 is to produce a collection of design specifications that will be used later in
INSEC project for developing an Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and a Cooperation Strategy [Task 3.7]
so that both will be tailored to meet the specific needs and requirements of security related organisations. In other
words, this analysis has been put in place as a way to search and find common features that will be applied in
shaping one unified Innovation Management Model and one Cooperation Strategy suitable for organisations in the
Security Industry.

How
This endeavor has been systematically undertaken by defining one conceptual model for analysis, combining
COTIM methodology (Citizen/Cash Oriented Total Innovation Management © – Everis 2009) and «The Triple
Helix» (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff – 1966); this
this model outlines 13 areas of interest arranged into two spheres of
analysis:  the first concerned with the internal perspective within any organisation,, public or private (processes,
management, corporate culture, etc.),
etc.) and  the second interested in the surrounding environment (external
players, clients, etc.). They match respectively with the internal Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and the
external Cooperation Strategy [Task 3.7].
3.7] Design specifications have been concluded
uded once those 13 areas has
been individually studied and comparatively examined.

«Innovation
Innovation is producing something new, whether that is a
service, a product or the development of a new market
market»
Martin Schuurmans, former Chairman of the EIT Governing Board
at the Lisbon Council’s 2010 Innovation Summit
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2.

Description of the deliverable content and purpose

This deliverable corresponds to Task 3.2 in INSEC Project.
Project
The purpose of this task is to produce a collection of design
specifications that will be used afterwards for developing an
Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and a Cooperation
Strategy [Task 3.7] so that both of them will be shaped to meet
the specific needs and features of security related
organisations. These design specifications here will be refined,
completed and enhanced with the output coming from Work
Package #3 other analysis tasks which provide complementary
insights from different perspectives [Task 3.1 – Report on IPR
issues; Task 3.3 – End-user
user innovation management
assessment & SME clusters requirements identification; Task
3.4 – Creativity sessions; and Task 3.5 – Identification of tools
and best practices in the innovation process].
process

[Chapter 3]] These design specifications are obtained as a result
result of characterizing the four end
end-user segments
represented in INSEC Consortium by the «Security organisation partners» (later in the project, month 6th, the
analysis focus will be widened in order to include also «external end-users» making part of INSEC A
Advisory Board)
 context
[Chapter 4]] This document does also describe the methodological architecture that has been set up for this task,
explaining the conceptual model used as a referential framework  approach
[Chapter 5]] Conclusions of the analysis are presented here. Those findings are grouped in 13 distinct areas of
interest (according
ccording to the defined model)  analysis of the results
[Chapter 6] Design specifications
ons are inferred here from the previous conclusions; they are organised and
presented keeping traceability with the areas of analysis and also with the models
model that will feed  conclusion:
design specifications
[Chapter 7] This sections specifies the information related to this deliverable which can be published on the
project’s website or on all the other dissemination tools in the context of INSEC project  publishable
information
[Chapter 8] Additional appendices to the document  annexes

Design specifications for the later definition of an

Innovation Management Model & Cooperation Strategy
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3.

Context

During the proposal preparation four different segments of end-users
end users were identified conveniently representing the
security sector.. INSEC Consortium does include security
s
organisations as full right members proportionally
covering all four segments.

 

Rescue (emergency) Services: organisations
organisation which
ensure public safety and health by addressing different
situations that poses an immediate risk to health, life,
property or environment [1]. This is tightly related to
«Crisis Management» activities in charge
char
of restoring
security in a crisis, which may be the result of deliberate
acts (e.g. terrorism), accidents/negligence (e.g. industrial
accidents) or natural causes [2]. Usually
sually four phases are
identified: preparedness, response, recovery, mitigation
(in INSEC Consortium: CoS).
Police and National Security Office:
Office armed public
institutions of a civil nature; its primary mission is to
protect the free exercise of the rights and freedoms and to
protect public safety [3]. They represent at the same time
the capacity of a state to regulate behaviours and enforce
order within its territory as well as the civil interests of
public welfare, security, morality, and safety [4]
(in INSEC Consortium: ORFK,, MAI, GNS).
Academies of Security Sciences: state institutions
providing professional education for civil servants in the
security area. The objective is,
s, through internal security
related academics education, research and development
activities, and also through the training of honest and
servants, to create a secure state and conditions
co
for
Police Science is the scientific study of the police as an
policing as a process; as
s an applied discipline it
subjects of other neighbouring disciplines
disciplin
within the
(in INSEC Consortium:

«Security organisation partners
partners» in INSEC Project
competent
 SMEs – providing products and
services in thosepublic
four
[5]

development
fields – are accessible throughstable
BIA (Baltic
Innovation .
Agency); however
owever this analysis institution
will be performed
and later
of
on Task 3.3.
combines methods and
field of policing
EASS, AICPA).

[6]

 A brief characterization of these end
end-users, only for
contextualizing purposes, is presented in the Annexes

section in this document [Chapter
8.1].thereof located in
National Security Infrastructure: an asset, system or
part
Member States which is essential for the maintenance
of
vital
societal
functions, health, safety, security, economic or social
well-being of people,
and the disruption or destruction
ion of which would have a significant impact in a Member State [7]
(in INSEC Consortium: PAG,
PAG MAI).

[1] Definition of an emergency advised by the UK Government
[2] Directorate-General
General Enterprise & Industry,
Industry (2009); Study on the Competitiveness of the EU security industry
[3] Directorate-General of Police; Spanish Ministry of Interior <www.policia.es/cnp/origen/origen.html
www.policia.es/cnp/origen/origen.html>
[4 Anne R. van Ewijk (2011) Diversity within Police Forces in Europe: A Case for the Comprehensive View
[5] The Estonian Academy of Security Sciences <www.sisekaitse.ee/eass/the-academy/>
[6] European Police College (2007); Perspective of police sciences in Europe
Eur
[7] Council Directive 2008/114/EC on the identification and designation of European critical infrastructures
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4.

Approach

This section presents the conceptual and methodological architecture defined for characterizing the four segments
involved in the project. It is based in two accepted models: (1) COTIM (providing an «internal
internal» perspective) and (2)
The Triple Helix (providing an «external
external» one).

Citizen Oriented Total
otal Innovation Management ©

The Triple Helix

by everis and COTEC

published by Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff in 1966

COTIM describes a conceptual representation of all
elements involved in innovation within an organisation
together with a set of methods, rules and postulates to
help manage and boost it.











Culture
Strategy
Management model
People and organisation
Knowledge
Processes
Systems and information technologies
Infrastructures
Financial capital
Products and services

«The Triple Helix» survey, published by Etzkowitz
& Leydesdorff in 1966, will consider the external
agents establishing relationships with any
organisation in the innovation process. The
model, initially, comprised three elements:




Industry
Academy
State (Government)

But it was expanded later to accept Society (in
the «Quadruple Helix»)) as a major actor taking
part in the environment surrounding any
organisation and building up its «innovation
ecosystem».

Those 10 elements may be represented as the
«house» depicted below:
:
:
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The two preceding models has been merged in the framework that has been used for characterizing the four end
enduser’s segments involved in the project; this framework (represented in the diagram below) will also be applied in
following tasks later in Work Package
ackage #3.
Culture:: the specific set of values, norms, habits
and practices (implicit
implicit and explicit), usually
encouraged by the organisation’s management
board,, and shared by employees, which establishes,
both formally and informally, the way in which they
interact with each other and with external actors (i.e.
the collective behaviour of humans that are part of an
organisation).
Strategy:: is the group of decisions in an
organisation that determines
etermines its purposes
purposes, objectives
and vision; and also that generates
enerates the policies and
plans for achieving those objectives
objectives.
Management model: provides guid
guidance within any
organisation and comprises all elements required to
define objectives, to allocate resources and to
operate, coordinate and to monitor activities. In other
words, it is simply the set of choices made by
executives about how the work of management gets
done.

 Internal innovation management

 External innovation ecosystem

Financial capital:: all the economic resources
(private or public funds) in any organisation.

Knowledge: all information (implicit
implicit and explicit)
available in the organisation, that is used in rendering
services, together with the tools and mechanisms for
managing, sharing and boosting it.
People & Organisation: people are the main asset in
any organisation; they perform processes, they keep
knowledge, they make strategic decisions that streak the
route to be followed.
People are not isolated entities without order, instead they
mould an organisation that defines and delimits their
the level
of responsibility, hierarchical dependences
dependence and the roles
and functions performed
ormed by each individual.
Processes:: everything that defines
organisation does and how is done.

what

the

Technology and tools:: all those technological
resources that support and enable operations in the
organisation
(information
information
and
communication
technologies and others).

Products & services: the entire proposal of value
that any organisation is able to offer and render to its
customers, end-users,
users, governments or society as a
whole.

State:: as provider of an appropriate regulatory
framework,
generating
sustainable
growth
environments. This model considers legislative issues
(such as IPR, data protection, etc.), but also the role
of the State as «client»
lient» in the Security Industry.

Academy: universityy departments and RDI centres
are key actors in generating new knowledge and
technologies. They also play an important role as
TTO and incubators,, in the innovation process.

Industry: all organisations and private companies
whose primary business activit
activity is related to Security
and other adjacent fields; it does include professional
associations, industrial platforms
platforms, etc.

Society: one
ne aspect of security that is receiving
increased attention is the citizen orientation and the
need for the inclusion of a «human dimension» in
security applications (i.e.
i.e. social acceptance,
awareness, privacy, ethical
thical and human issues).
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These areas of interest have been explored and analyzed before enquiring internal end-users («Security
organisation
nisation partners» in INSEC Project),
Project) from an innovation perspective, with a wide
wide-ranging questionnaire
purposely defined by all Consultant Partners covering such areas [Section 8.2];; desk
desk-research has been
performed also when clarification was needed [Section 8.3].
Methodologically this questionnaire was:






5.

A combination of closed/open questions
Covering quantitative, but also qualitative aspects
Answered by INSEC end-user
user with support from consulting companies
Iteratively answered, upon review by INSEC consulting companies
Filled by the contribution of several departments/employees in the end-user organisations

Analysis of the results

The result of the study is presented in this section by aggregating data from the internal end
end-user questionnaire in
search of meaningful and reliable patterns;
patterns conclusions have been arranged in the different areas of analysis
stated before and portrayed in the following template:
General comments
Area of analysis

Diagram graphically
tracking the model

Conclusions of the
analysis

Conclusions
represented in
charts

Driving ideas: meaningful
quotations from end-users
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CORPORATE CULTURE
General comments
In general terms security related organisations are aware of innovation as a vital asset
for providing high-value
value services to their end-users
end
and for achieving their missions in
an ever fluctuating, and more connected, environment; however, the special nature of
their activities difficulties risk and change acceptance as central components
component in
exploiting the innovation potential.
Analysis conclusions
 Most organisations actually include terms like «innovation», «research» or «investigation
investigation» in their stated
missions, visions or main activity areas (4 out of 7)
 A strong strategic and cultural subordination to public or regulatory bodies to which these are organisations are
linked is reported
 Corporate culture is perceived as highly innovative (see chart below),, contradictorily change and risk –
inevitably inherent to change –,, are not easily accepted
 Although innovation is understood in a broad sense, it is mostly regarded from its technological (or ICT) side
 Creative thinking,, disruptive approaches are welcome and appreciated
 Time is generally allowed to employees for improving their activity, this is however widely understood as time for
training
Level at which organisations operate

Objectives
bjectives in terms of innovation

Due to their specific mission,
security related organisations
deploy their activity
over
broad scenarios, at national
level, usually with international
connections:

Notably most of the endusers present concrete
objectives in innovation:

 international

 yes

 national

 no

Corporate culture
Culture is perceived, globally, as very innovative:
[1] innovative attitude;
[2] creative thinking;
[3] pro-innovation management
However essential features for innovation are very poorly
rated, such as:
[4] acceptance to change;
[5] acceptance to risk

!

Driving ideas
«Innovation can be improved by reducing internal "bureaucracy" (procedures, processes, etc.)»
«People in internal security sector are by nature stability seekers […] more counseling is needed here»
«There is space for improvement here, the culture of Internal Security is a bit conservative by nature
nature»
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CORPORATE STRATEGY
General comments
As said before,, innovation is globally perceived
perceive as an important element within
organisations,
ations, nominally making part of corporate strategies; however, typically this is
not organized or planned in fully structured mechanisms. Furthermore, usually it does
not appear as a medium/long-term
term strategy, instead it seems to be most centred in
day-to-day tactics.

Analysis conclusions
 Innovation is widely formulated as a corporate commitment within the organisations' strategy (5 out of 7)
 However, few of them hold positions for overall innovation management; if any, they tend to be part
part-time
 Generally no long-term
term objectives driving the innovation strategy have been put in place
 All enquired end-users reported endeavoring in being aware of trends in their field of action (conferences,
thematic meetings,, etc.), however this effort usually appears as not fully structured and as a reactive attempt
 The innovation strategy is conveniently focused on internal services,, processes and technology, while
innovation in external relationships («out
out-novation») is somehow left aside
Chief Innovation Officer (or similar)

Innovation plan

Only 3 (out of 7) organisations
hold one professional entrusted
with the overall responsibility of
managing corporate innovation

Only
1
(out
of
7)
organisations presents one
plan indicating general
objectives in innovation,
main actions, etc.

 yes

 yes

 no

 no

Areas in which the end-user organisations innovate
Innovation is more usual in services, processes and technology, and scarce in the relational area (business
models and external relationship):
[1] in services
[2] in processes
[3] in internal organisation and people
[4] in external relationships
[5] in new business models
[6] in technology

!

Driving ideas
«Innovation is not explicitly considered,
considered, but there are some departments which are looking for innovative methods
to improve their activity»
«Aspects of innovation are generally combined with scientific research, without being clearly defined and
delineated in institutional strategy»
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MANAGEMENT MODEL AND ORGANISATION
General comments
Coming to the end-users’ organisational structure, innovation management is normally
performed in-house; however, the managerial model appears to be not fully developed,
lacking formal sponsors and, specially, mechanisms for systematically assessing the
results of innovation.

Analysis conclusions
 Innovation,, as an independent business function, is rarely considered explicitly within the asked organisations’
management models (only 2 out of 7)
 Actually only 1 end-user presents one specialized department centralizing innovation management and
supporting it
 As typically there are no innovation departments,
department no innovation sponsors have been formally appointed;
however, most of the organisations (6 out of 7) identify «champions» in innovation within their organisation; i.e.,
individuals fostering change and innovation
 In 3 (out of 7) end-user
user organisations innovation reaches various areas in a pervasive way – ubiquitous
innovation paradigm –, while in 4 innovation is restricted to more limited spaces
 While 5 (out of 7) end-user
user organisations reported measuring the results of innovation, no clear mechanisms or
indicators have been put in place, apparently, for analyzing it
 Similarly, most organisations (4 out of 7) indicated that innovative attitude is internally acknowledged and
rewarded, but again, concerns emerged regarding the systems to systematically asses and evaluate it
 Innovation/project management is performed internally mostly; however this is precisely one of the elements
identified as in higher need of improvement
Innovation outsourcing

Awareness-raising actions

Usually innovation or project
management
is
not
outsourced
to
external
companies; instead it is kept
in-house as guarantee of
success
 yes

Most
of
the
inquired
organisations (4 out of 7)
internally launched awareness
awarenessraising
actions
concerning
innovation

 no

 yes
 no

Competences or personal skills most cited as important in the innovation process

!

Driving ideas
«There is not still a system of evaluating the results of innovation […] and reward those who have achieved
notable results»
«Innovation might occur without limitation within the organisation
organisation»
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KNOWLEDGE,, SERVICES AND PROCESSES
PROCE
General comments
Given the nature of this sector, services are deployed in heavily regulated
environments, aiming typically at governments or citizens as final clients or end-users,
since it is society as a whole who benefits from the activity of security related
organisations
ions or critical infrastructures. Knowledge management is a key element in
building processes for rendering those services.
Analysis conclusions
 Training is globally deemed as very important; consequently all asked end-users
end users invest on it following a wide
range of approaches and methods (on
on-line tools, classic training, masters, conferences, workshops
workshops, etc.)
 However, only 3 (out of 7) organisations
organisation regularly conduct innovation-focused internal training sessions
 In addition to specific knowledge particular to each end-user
end user field, some topics have been identified as common
training needs (computer
computer systems, regulatory environment, access to funding sources,, etc.) but the priority has
been clearly fixed on advanced training in management skills (project management,, innovation management,
financial management,, procurement, etc.)
 Knowledge appears to be formally managed (6 out of 7 organisations reported
reported having collaborative
technological platforms for sharing information, for internal communication, etc.)
etc.
 The enquired end-users globally are dynamic organisations since most of them (5 out of 7) stated having
developed new services/initiatives within the last two years,
years and (5 out of 7)) confirmed being involved, at this
moment, in some innovative activities/project
/projects, other than INSEC
 Only 3 (out of 7) organisations reported generating IPR (intellectual property rights) in the development of its
regular activity and none shares any; a lack of strategy in IPR management is globally perceived, particularly if
cooperation with SMEs technology providers and among security organisations is expected to be increased (being
this one of INSEC project’s main
ain goals)
 Organisations regularly undergo reengineering processes, systematically revising
ing and adapting them for
performance improvement or to adjust them to
t changes in the regulation in force
 Quality management is generally addressed and conveniently observed within the organisations (3 out 7 have a
valid quality certification and 4 hold a position in charge of quality management –full
full or part
part-time–)
 In contrast, only 2 (out of 7) present and actual innovation management process and pro
provide some kind of
formal coaching or guidance for «innovators
innovators»
 Additionally,, creativity sessions only took place in 2 of the organisations during the last year
 Data protection policies are widely interwoven in every process performed by all security related organisations
 Security «by Design» and Privacy «by Design» concepts have been found to be widely known in the
organisations (6 and 5 end-users
users respectively),
respective
however their actual application has not been clearly expressed,
and, should be promoted during SME--security organisation collaborations
Driving ideas
« […] another approach is to provide advanced training (in specific skills such as management skills) to people
with potential so that they become the engines of the organisation
ation»
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TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS
General comments
The security industry decidedly is a tech-dependent
tech
sector; cutting-edge know-how and
equipment is constantly needed in order to keep up with ever evolving threats. These
front-line
line technologies are usually purchased to external specialized providers; the
procurement procedures, the identification
tification of tools, the mechanism for technical
validation and, finally, the deployment of new technologies are vital steps in the
operations of security related organisations.
organisations
Analysis conclusions
 All inquired organisations confirmed using technologies,
t
competences and know-how
how provided by external
suppliers;; convenient providers and technologies are identified through different means ((procurement
presentations, demonstrations, thematic
atic events, workshops, etc.)
 Although the majority of organisations (4 out of 7) reported monitoring market in search of technology trends, it
was typically performed without a systematic approach,
approach and mostly upon need,, not as an active, continues watch
 In order to ease and improve the finding
fi
of relevant technologies and to boost cooperat
cooperation with technology
providers it was repeatedly demanded a database containing technology providers/knowledge
nowledge plus searching
engine
 Other mechanisms requested were a network of local and international providers; direct information from SMEs
as potential suppliers and from entities specialized in monitoring general technological trends
trends; peer networking (for
good practices, and know-how
how sharing);
sharing capabilities for “assessing” and “filtering” technologies and providers
 Budget constraints is clearly stated as the main limitation to access relevant technologies and/or to cooperate
with technology providers
 National
ational or international legal regulation implies to the selection process (and to the suppliers) a decisive impact
 Also public
ublic procurement regulations and bureaucracy impose limitations to the access and adoption of relevant
(more advanced and expensive) technologies,
technologies making this process significantly slower and limited
 Cooperation
peration with SMEs is common (6
( out of 7, and 5 in case of micro-SMEs) for they provide specialized
expertise and are relatively fast and flexible; however, no special policies for dealing with SMEs have been
apparently put in place
Testing and pilots is a widespread practice for validating the suitability of a new technology prior its acquisition
Importance of technology in organisations
organisation
Aggregated rating of technology importance in the security related organisations asked during the survey
[1] very important
[2] important
[3] not very important
[4] unimportant

Driving ideas
«More direct information from potential suppliers and from entities specialized in monitori
monitoring technological trends»

!

«A tool for comparing / scoring technologies is a real and somewhat urgent need
need…»
«An open source portal for connecting innovative products/services
products
would make easier to find new projects and
cooperation partners»
«Public procurement is over-regulated
over
[…] procurement procedures are rigid and bureaucratic»
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Main
ain results of the introduction of new/innovative External technologies, competences and/or know
knowtechnologies in terms of services provided
how used in last 5 years, presently needed and/or
needed in the near future

[1] More clients/final-end users
[2] More quality
[3] More efficiency
Main
ain results of the introduction of new/innovative
technologies in terms of organisation

[1] Change in processes
[2] Change in external relationship
[3] Changes in the structure
Main
ain results of the introduction of new/innovative
technologies in terms of human resources

[1] New personnel
[2] Reduction of staff
[3] Reconversion of staff
[4] Training needs
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FINANCING AND FUNDED RDI PROJECTS
ROJECTS
General comments
Security related organisations, in general public bodies, do receive funds from
authorities, typically; they rely largely on public budgets although other financing
sources are accessible, such as funds
unds from innovation public programmes. These
complementary resources should be explored and developed as a way to boost
innovation within security organisations and, ultimately, to increase competitiveness
Analysis conclusions
 As said before, all organisations reported access to public funding coming from authorities (see chart below);
project-based
based resources is another typical financing mechanism (5 out of 7)
 Conversely, private funding is uncommon (only 2 out of 7) and needs to be further developed, for example
thorough cooperation initiatives joining public and private interests under innovative PPP schemes
 Given the special nature of the services provided by these organisations,, they normally have not the capacity to
ensure self-financing
 Additionally, the budget allocated for innovation represents a moderate share of total, typically amounting up to
a percentage ranging between 0% and 2% (see chart below)
 Regularly these organisations have not put in place mechanisms for anticipating financial results of innovations:
only 1 (out of 7) reported defining a business plan before a new innovation is launched
 Similarly, none has defined quantitative means for economically assessing the result of innovations
 4 (out of 7) organisations have specialised team/department
team/department to search for financing sources
 While all organisations indicated being informed about RDI policies or programmes funding RDI
RDI, notably small
experience has been reported in FP7 participation (only 3); other RDI international programmes are even less (2)
Funding sources

Innovation budget

This chart depicts the various ways of funding of the
organisations’ activities

Estimated share of the
organisations' last fiscal year
annual budget devoted to
«innovation»
 10-15%
 0-2%

Obstacles when applying for RDI funds
This chartt represents the principal difficulties that organisations face when applying for RDI funds
[1] lack of strategy
[2] inadequate standards/norms
[3] inadequate legislations
[4] legislative changes
[5] lack of human resources
[6] lack of co-financing sources
Sections in organisations that
should be most invested to
increase the degree of innovation
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COLLABORATION AND NETWORKING
TWORKING
General comments
Collaboration and networking differs depending on the relational sphere considered.
While the level of interconnection with the State is strong (for regulatory-organisational
regulatory
obvious reasons) and with Society also,
also to a degree, cooperation with private industry
and with the innovation ecosystem seems to remain underdeveloped. New paradigms
of open innovation need to be explored.
Analysis conclusions
state
 All organisations keep links with national government bodies and regulatory agencies related to their field
 Also, strong international cooperation in RDI is reported (6 out of 7)
academy
 Cooperation with universities, research/science university departments or other academic institutions is intense
as well; 6 (out of 7) asked organisations are actually involved in some collaborative initiative with different
universities
society
 Generally organisations shown accessibility and good receptiveness towards society
society, heeding citizens’
concerns and taking them into account (6 out of 7 reported «listening to society» through various means)
 Still, this communication may be strengthened in an engaging bi-directional
bi directional conversation making use of social
media & web2.0 strategies (only
y 4 reported putting them into practice)
industry
 Although most of the enquired organisations confirmed bonds with professional associations (6 out of 7),
productive connections with Industry is feeble (technological parks, only 1; industrial platforms
platforms, only 2)
innovation ecosystem
 Also, links and interaction with the «innovation ecosystem» was found to be week (RDI
RDI centres only 2; national
innovation programs, 2; innovation network,
network 3; experts network, 3; technical transfers office
ffices, 0)
Collaboration intensity
Average number of organisations connecting to external agents.

!

Driving ideas
«A connection to a thematic experts' or researchers' network could be beneficial for RDI»
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6.

Conclusion: design
esign specifications

The preceding analysis results in a collection of design specifications that will be integrated, together with
the output coming from other Work Package #3
3 tasks, into D3.5 deliverable (Model Design Specifications)
Specifications).
These specifications, listed in the table below,
b
are directed () towards the definition
definition, in a future stage during
the project, of an Innovation Management Model (considering internal players, services, procedures, etc,)
and/or a Cooperation Strategy (considering external players, innovation environment,
environment, etc.) adapted to
security related organisations’ characteristics and needs and may well represent functional requirements for
a technological platform.

#

IMM

Design Specification

CS

 Corporate culture
D.S.1.01

To strengthen an individual, distinctive pro-innovation culture (risk acceptance,
meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity, creativity, etc.)



D.S.1.02

To increase acknowledgment and recognition of innovation within the organisation



D.S.1.03

To broaden the understanding of innovation toward areas beyond ITC and services
(people management, internal organisation, external collaboration, financing, etc.)



D.S.1.04

To define mechanism for allowing time to employees for improving their everyday
activity



D.S.1.05

To lessen «bureaucracy»,
«bureaucracy» i.e. simplifying internal procedures for innovation



D.S.1.05

To reinforce the role of innovation in the institutional strategy as a corporate
commitment



 Corporate strategy
D.S.2.01

To develop a managerial structure for innovation according to necessities (may it be
a full-time CIO, part-time
time sponsors, a self-appointed
self
innovation-managers
managers network)



D.S.2.02

To analyze the convenience of an «Innovation plan» for driving innovation (general
objectives in innovation, main actions, budget, KPIs, etc.)



D.S.2.03

To develop a strategy for systematic, proactive trends watching





D.S.2.04

To introduce and to analyze the new possibilities emerging from the «out-novation»
novation»
paradigm (innovation
innovation coming from the exterior)
exterior and in the relational area





 Management model and organisation
D.S.3.01

To reinforce Innovation Management as an explicit business function



D.S.3.02

To increase visibility of «champions» in innovation within their organisations



D.S.3.03

To foster pervasive innovation with transversal initiatives, so that it will reach ever
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increasing spaces within the organisation
D.S.3.04

To define and apply mechanisms for measuring and analyzing results in innovation



D.S.3.05

To define and apply mechanisms for encouraging innovation among employees
and for recognizing and rewarding
rew
it



 Knowledge, services and processes
D.S.4.01

To improve management skills within the organisation (project
project management
management,
innovation management,, financial management, procurement, etc.)



D.S.4.02

To develop an IPR strategy (intellectual property rights)) focused on cooperation
with SMEs as technology providers



D.S.4.03

To define a straightforward innovation management process (idea
idea generation
generationidentification / screening / validation / prototyping, etc.)



D.S.4.04

To promote the application of security «by design» and privacy «by d
design»
concepts, particularly in collaborations with SMEs





D.S.4.05

To categorize
competences





D.S.4.06

To facilitate access to security related training resources





D.S.4.07

To explore setting up a peers’ network for sharing good practices, know-how
how and
lessons learnt among colleagues or even with other disciplinary domains





different

technological

domains

mapping technologies

and



 Technology and tools
D.S.5.01

To enhance the identification of technology trends thorough a more systematic and
active approach in technology watch





D.S.5.02

To grant access to database containing technology providers/knowledge (plus
searching engine)) for easing the finding of relevant technologies and providers





D.S.5.03

To define adequate interfaces to help end-user
end
organisations communicate their
technological needs and requirements in a homogenous and harmonized way to
foster a demand-driven security market





D.S.5.04

To explore setting up a network of providers following one categorization since the
security is an extremely broad domain requiring input from most industrial sectors
and expert disciplines





D.S.5.05

To facilitate direct information from SMEs as potential suppliers and from entities
specialized in monitoring general technological trends





D.S.5.06

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for assessing, rating, comparing
and validating new technologies and providers





D.S.5.07

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in particular) the legal context impacting on
the selection process (public procurement, data protection, security regulation
regulation, etc.)





D.S.5.08

To make available for suppliers (SMEs in particular) interoperability and
standardization requirements demanded by end-users
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D.S.5.09

To put in place specific procedures for dealing with SMEs fit to their characteristics





D.S.5.10

To facilitate access to projects and cooperation partners





D.S.5.11

To develop capabilities and to make tools available for technology roadmapping
ping





 Financing and funded RDI projects
D.S.6.01

To explore and develop private-based financing vehicles complementary to public
funding, such as PPP (public-private
(public
partnership)





D.S.6.02

To increase the participation in competition funded projects





D.S.6.03

To define means for economically anticipating and assessing results of innovations



D.S.6.04

To establish or, empower if they exit, specialised teams in searching for financing
resources and in programmes funding RDI



 Collaboration and networking
D.S.7.01

To explore new paradigms of open innovation fostering cooperation in the highly
fragmented security market





D.S.7.02

To promote integration between supply and demand structures through an active
engagement of security end-users
end
and industry in the innovation process





D.S.7.03

To support cooperation between SMES clustering their competences to maximize
synergies and cross-fertilization
fertilization, helping them reach critical mass and compete in a
highly concentrated market dominated by large industry players





D.S.7.04

To explore initiating a thematic network of experts in the security field





D.S.7.05

To strengthen collaboration with Industry (technological parks;; industrial platforms
platforms,
etc.) as way also to play an important role in shaping the security market





D.S.7.06

To reinforce and multiply bonds with the innovation ecosystem (RDI
RDI centres
centres;
innovation networks; technical
echnical transfers offices) to maximize take-up
up of research





D.S.7.07

To strengthen bi-directional
directional conversation with society making improved use of
social media & web2.0 strategies,
strategies as way to incorporate a «human
human dimension
dimension» in
security applications and to raise awareness and increase visibility and
understanding of security issues





 Innovation Management Model
Cooperation Strategy
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7.

Publishable information

All information contained in this document, being a public deliverable, may be published on the INSEC
Project`s website or on other dissemination tools in the context of the project,
Excluding that included in the Annexes section as this is internal auxiliary
auxiliary content
content.
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8.

Annexes

8.1 Internal end-users
This is an end-user’s brief description for internal purposes only.
only
Not to be published
Rescue Services
CoS - City of Skopje – Republic of Macedonia
Description

Main activity

Area of expertise

iziis.edu.mk

The goal is to improve the organisation
effectiveness using innovative methods,
easy to manage and implement, with a
purpose of reducing the eventual hazardous
scenarios to the society and raising the
public awareness
awaren
as well as our
preparedness
The main activities are fire extinguishing,
rescue of citizens engaged in fires and
explosions, technical assistance in the
occasion of accident and danger situations,
establishing tire fighting
Fire-fighting
fighting equipment, Fire-fighting
Fire
vehicles, ICT equipment and software.

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Seismology; Fire
protection

Services

Fire
extinguishing,
rescue
of
citizens
engaged in fires and
explosions, technical
assistance
in
the
occasion of accidents
and danger situations

Clients

Citizens of the City of
Skopje

Final users

Citizens of the City of
Skopje

Police and National Security Office
ORFK - Hungarian Ministry of Interior – Hungary
Description

Main activity

police.hu

On the document of 30 October 2009
declaring the organisation quality-statement
quality
which covers mission and vision areas; the
Hungary National Security Strategy (first
annex of 1035/2012. (II. 21.) Governmental
Decision) provides the framework and
guidelines for the organisation.

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Police Force

Services

a) act as a general
authority of criminal
investigation operative
in the prevention and
disclosure of criminal
offences;
b)
perform
alien
regulatory
duties
related to the entry
into, stay in, and
immigration
to,
Hungary of foreign
citizens as well as to
the administration of
asylum
seekers
matters;
c) perform tasks as a
traffic authority and a
traffic policing body;
d) perform policing
duties
related
to

The main activities are prescribed by the Act
XXXIV on the Police (1994) Section 1. (1)
The task of the Police
P
of the Hungarian
Republic is to protect public security and the
internal order.
(2) In the scope of its duty of protecting
pro
public security and the internal order,
exercising its crime prevention, crime
control, state administration and regulatory
functions determined by this Act and other
statues as authorized by law.
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maintaining the order
of public premises;
e) protect the life and
physical security of
persons of a particular
importance
in
the
interest
of
the
Hungarian Republic
f) perform tasks of
maintaining
order
assigned
to
its
competence in a state
of exigency,
emergency, or a peril
situation;

Area of expertise

Public order, criminal
trainings, economy.

investigation,

IT,

Clients

Citizens
(not
only
Hungarians
but
foreigners being in
Hungary).

Final users

Citizens
(not
only
Hungarians
but
foreigners being in
Hungary).

MAI - Minister of Administration and Interior – Romania
Description

Main activity

politiadefrontiera.ro

The Romanian Border Police is the
specialized state institution which carries out
the attributions appertaining to it and
referring to the surveillance and control of
the crossing of the state border, the
prevention and fight against illegal migration
and against acts specific to cross border
criminality carried out in its area of
competence, to the compliance with the
t
judicial regime of the state.

In the area of competence, the Romanian
Border Police has the following
follo
general
responsibilities:
- perform monitoring and control of state
border of Romania, prevent and combat
illegal migration and trans border crime
- perform control documents for crossing
the state border crossing ensure control
over the state border crossing
- enforce treaties, agreements, conventions
and protocols on the state border and
border checks.
- participate, along with other formations of
the Ministry of Interior, in cooperation with
other authorities, the activities of rescue
and evacuation of persons and property
endangered by fire, explosion, damage,
accidents,
natural
calamities
and
disasters, and to limit and removing the
consequences caused by such events.

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Border control

Services

Prevent and combat
illegal migration and
trans-border crime.
Control documents for
crossing
the
state
border.
Participate
in
the
activities of rescue and
evacuation of persons
and
property
endangered by danger
situation.

Clients

Citizens
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Area of expertise

Final users

Citizens

GNS - Gabinete Nacional de Segurança – Portugal
Description

Main activity

The
e mission of the GNS is to ensure the
articulation and harmonization of the
security procedures for classified information
in relation to the services, bodies and other
entities with responsibilities related to the
security of classified information, to
guarantee the fulfilment of international
commitments made by the Portuguese State
in this area and exercise the power of
authority for the clearance
clea
of single and
legal persons for access to and handling of
classified information.
-

-

-

-

Area of expertise

gns.gov.pt

Ensure
the
articulation
and
harmonization
of
the
security
procedures for classified information in
all public or private services
Ensure, the protection and safeguarding
of classified information released by the
international organisations of which
Portugal is a member or by its internal
structures
Exercise in Portugal the public powers
conferred upon the national security
authorities
Make the record, distribution
and
control of the classified information
Evaluate, accredit and certify the
security
curity of products and communication
systems, of computer systems
syste
and
information technologies.

- Classified Information Management,
Control and Management
- Personal Security Clearance Processes
- Electronic Countermeasures
- Cyber Security

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Information security

Services

Protection,
safeguarding, record,
distribution and control
of
the
classified
information.

Clients

The organisation has
no
customers
identified. Services are
held
at
national
borders, by customers
understanding citizens
transiting the border.

Final users

Citizens who benefit
from quality services at
border

Academies of Security Sciences
EASS - Estonia Academy of Security Sciences – Estonia

Description

Main activity

sisekaitse.ee

The mission is to contribute to the increasing
stability and security in society by way of
learning,
research
and
development
activities in the field
fiel of internal security. By
the year 2020, the Academy will be an
innovative and internationally recognized
learning, research and development centre
in the field of internal security.
Providing formal vocational and higher
educational and training in four areas of
internal security: Police and Border Guard,
Rescue, Corrections and Finance (customs
and taxation); Offer a common Master
program for all the Internal security

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Security Sciences

Services

Foster R&D research
and innovation in the
area
of
Internal
Security. Offer further
trainings in the area of
Internal Security

Clients

The Ministry of the
Interior (including the
Police and Border
Guard
Board;
the
Rescue Board; The
Security Police); The
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Ministry of the Justice
(including prisons) and
the Ministry of Finance
(including the Tax and
Customs Board) and
the students of EASS.
Area of expertise

Internal security master course; simulation
class for police and rescue training;
language robot; Innovation Day and Internal
Security Scientific Conference organized
once a year; further training in internal
security; SIKARO (the careercareer and rotation
system of Internal Security
Sec
Area of Estonia).

Final users

AICPA - «Alexandryu Ioan Cuza» Police Academy in Bucharest – Romania
Description

Main activity

Area of expertise

AICA provides initial and continuous training
of officers for public order and safety
structures.
AICAS vision fits the Ministry of Interior
overall view in the field of staff training for to
tackle anti-social
social acts and deeds.
The main activity of the Academy are;
specific teaching for officers for public order
and safety (teaching, seminar and practical
work), scientific research regarding public
safety, implementation of activities funded
by grant projects and support activities.

Forensic, investigative techniques,
prevention and fire fighting

Students,
Internal
Security
Services,
employees,
other
training
and
educational
institutions,
international
and
national agencies and
networks. Public sector
organisations
and
citizens (society in
general).
academiadepolitie.ro

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Security Sciences

Services

Specific
educational
services
(for
undergraduate studies,
masters
and
doctorate),
scientific
research, professional
training services for
employees MIA

Clients

Students, post
graduate students,
doctoral and other
students.

Final users

Ministry of Interior,
Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports, as
well as ordinary
citizens

National Security Infrastructure
PAG - Port Authority of Gijon – Spain
Description

Main activity

puertogijon.es

PAG Mission is to become a Port Hub in the
Atlantic Arc, a Logistic Centre in Northwest
Spain and to develop as an Industrial and
Energy Port.

Public/Private

Public body

Sub-segment

Port (CI)

Services

Regular shipping lines.
Motorways of sea.
Supply of land.
Forwarders and
Shipping companies.
Port terminals and
Logistics services.

Port services to industrial supply chains and
to Motorway of the Sea passengers services

Clients
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Area of expertise

European Policies,
Security, Environment.

Logistics,

Safety,

Final users

SMEs providing their services and products in all four segments (access via BIA)
BIA - Baltic Innovation Agency – Estonia
Description

Main activity

Area of expertise

bia.ee
Public/Private

Private body

Sub-segment

Consultancy

Services

TBD

Cluster management, strategic and business
planning, market research, innovation
financing and investment readiness

Clients

Companies

TBD

Final users

SME’s

A member of Enterprise Europe Network, is
providing innovation, technology and
business development related services to
public,
private
and
third
sector
organisations.
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8.2 INSEC integrated questionnaire
uestionnaire for internal end-users
Next table contains the questions submitted to internal end-users
end
(«Security
«Security organisation partners» in INSEC
Project). Later in the project other questionnaire will be delivered to external end
end-users
users as well (members of
INSEC Advisory Board).

Questions for INSEC Project end-users
users
Code

Question

IMM

CS

1.

GENERAL

1.1

Specify your organisation’s stated “mission”
“
and “vision”

√

√

1.2

List and briefly describe your organisation’s main activity areas

√

√

1.3

At what level does your organisation operate?

√

√

1.4

Area there in your organisation any concrete objectives in terms of
innovation?

√

√

2.

COORPORATE CULTURE

2.1

Do you feel that an innovative attitude is a feature of your
organisation’s culture? Why?

√

2.2

Do you feel that your organisation’s
organisation management board encourages
creative thinking? Why?

√

2.2

Do you feel that your organisation’s
organisation management board fosters
innovation? Why?

√

2.4

Do you feel that change is easily accepted within your organisation?
Why?

√

2.5

Do you feel that risks are welcome in your organisation as natural part
of evolution? Why?

√

2.6

Are employees allowed time for improving their activity? Explain

√

3.

COORPORATE STRATEGY

3.1

Is innovation formulated as a corporate commitment in your
organisation’s strategy? How?

√

3.2

Does the role of CIO (Chief
Chief Innovation Officer),
Officer or similar, exists
within your organisation? Who?

√

3.3

Does your organisation have an actual Innovation Plan? Explain its
rationale and general objectives

√

3.4

In which areas does your organisation innovate? Can you think of any
examples?

√

√

3.5

Does your organisation endeavour to be aware of future trends in its
fields of interest? How?

√

√
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4.

MANAGEMENT MODEL

4.1

Is innovation explicitly considered within your organisation’s
management model? How?

√

4.2

Is innovation in your organisation restricted to one specific area or
regarded as a pervasive activity? Explain

√

4.3

Does an Innovation Department actually exist within your
organisation? Who leads it?

√

4.4

Are innovation results measured or analysed in your organisation?
How?

√

4.5

Is an innovative attitude acknowledged or rewarded within your
organisation? How?

√

4.6

Is project management / innovation management outsourced in your
organisation to external companies? Explain

5.

PEOPLE & ORGANISATION

5.1

List, and briefly describe, functional or business areas within your
organisation (departments) where innovation might occur

√

√

5.2

Specify innovation sponsors within your organisation (indicating
position)

√

√

5.3

Identify “champions”” in innovation within your organisation (indicating
position)

√

5.4

Does your organisation launch internal awareness-raising actions
concerning innovation? Which?

√

5.5

Which competences or personal skills do you think are more
important in the innovation process?

√

6.

KNOWLEDGE

6.1

List, and briefly describe, your organisation’s cutting-edge
cutting
expertise
areas (technology)

√

6.2

Does your organisation invest in training or its personnel? Explain

√

6.3

Which are your organisation’s actual training priorities?

√

6.4

Does your organisation conduct internal innovation-focused training
sessions?

√

6.5

Does your organisation generate IPR (intellectual property rights) in
the development of its regular activity? Explain

√

√

6.6

Does your organisation have IPR advisors?
advisors Explain

√

√

6.7

Does your organisation share any IPR with other independent entity?
Explain

√

√

6.8

Does your organisation have a quality certification implemented?
Which?

√

6.9

Does your organisation have a quality manager?

√

√

√

√
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7.

PROCESS

7.1

Does your organisation regularly undergo reengineering/improvement
reengineering/
of internal processes?

√

7.2

Is there in your organisation an actual innovation management
process? Describe

√

7.3

Has the implementation of innovation management systems lead to
important results in your organisation? Explain

√

7.4

Do you know of any creativity session that took place within the last
year in your organisation? Which was the addressed topic?

√

7.5

Do you provide any form of coaching or guidance for "innovators"
within your organisation? How?

√

7.6

Is your organisation running at this moment any kind of pilot for the
validation of a service/initiative? Explain

√

7.7

Does your organisation know and apply the concept of Privacy "by
Design"? How?

√

√

7.8

Does your organisation know and apply the concept of Security "by
Design"? How?

√

√

7.9

Is there any specific law applicable to your organisation because of its
regular activity (national and European level)? Explain

√

√

7.10

Does your organisation have a data protection policy? Explain

√

√

7.11

Does your organisation have any ethical implications because of its
regular activity? Explain

√

√

8.

TECHNOLOGY & TOOLS

8.1

How would you rate the importance of technology in your
organisation?

√

8.2

Does your organisation use technologies, competences and/or knowknow
how that are provided by external suppliers?
suppliers

√

√

8.3

Select which categories of external technologies, competences
and/or know-how you have used (in last 5 years), are needed
presently and/or in the near future?

√

√

8.4

Does your organisation actively monitor market and technology
trends? How?

√

√

8.5

What kind of methods and tools would your organisation additionally
need in order to better find the relevant technologies and cooperate
with the technology providers?

√

√

8.6

What kind of external services would your organisation additionally
need in order to better find the relevant technologies and cooperate
with the technology providers?

√

8.7

What are the most relevant criteria for selecting the technology
providers?

√

8.8

What kind of impact national or international legal regulation implies
to the selection process?

√
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8.9

How do you validate in your organisation suitability of a new
technology prior its acquisition?

√

8.10

What are the main limitations to access the relevant technologies
and/or cooperating with the technology providers?

√

8.11

How do public procurement regulations affect the access and
adoption of relevant technologies?

√

8.12

Does your organisation work with SME technology Providers?

√

8.13

Do you work with Micro-SMEs
SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises)
Technology Providers?

√

8.14

Does your organisation have specific policies in place for working with
SME technology providers?

√

8.15

Are there confidentiality/privacy agreements that the SME technology
providers are required to sign?

√

8.16

What IPR issues, if any have you come across when working with
SME technology providers?

√

8.17

Do the SME technology providers work on your premises and
integrate into your departmental teams during the development and
starting phases of introducing new technology products/services into
your company?

√

8.18

What in your experience are the advantages and disadvantages of
working with SME technology providers?

√

8.19

Is your organisation currently involved in any PPP (Public–private
partnership) with any SME?

√

8.20

Does your organisation make use of any internal collaborative
platform?

√

8.21

Does your organisation make use of tools for management support?

√

8.22

What are the main results of the introduction of new/innovative
technologies in terms of services provided?

√

√

8.23

What are the main results of the introduction of new/innovative
technologies in terms of organisation?
organisation

√

√

8.24

What are the main results of the introduction of new/innovative
technologies in terms of human resources?
resources

√

√

9.

PRODUCT & SERVICES

9.1

Who are your organisation's clients?
clients

√

√

9.2

Who are your organisation's final users?
users

√

√

9.3

List and briefly describe the type of services provided by your
organisation

√

√

9.4

Has any new service/product/initiative
/product/initiative been developed in your
organisation within the last two years? Which?

√

9.5

Is your organisation involved at this moment in any innovative
activity/project (other than INSEC)? Which?

√

√
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9.6

Which practices do you believe can be considered "Best
"
Practice"
resulting in improvements/advancements in the products and services
your organisation is producing?

10.

FINANCING

10.1

Which are the traditional ways of funding of your organisation
activities?

√

10.2

Does your organisation have the capacity to ensure self-financing?

√

10.3

Indicate the estimated share of your organisation's last fiscal year
annual budget devoted to "innovation"?

√

10.4

Do you define in your organisation a business plan and exploitation
plan before a new innovation is launched?

√

10.5

Have you defined in your organisation quantitative means for
economically assessing the result of innovations? Explain

√

10.6

Does your organisation have a specialised team/department to
search for financing sources (national and international)?

√

√

11.

FUNDED RDI PROJECTS

11.1

Are you informed about RDI policies or existing funding
sources/programmes funding RDI?

√

√

11.2

Has your organisation had successful experiences with participation in
Seventh Framework Programme?
Programme Explain

√

√

11.3

Has your organisation had successful experiences with participation in
RDI international programmes other than FP7? Explain

√

√

11.4

Does the R&D activities of projects in which you have participated
contribute to improvement of your team/ organisation activities?

√

11.5

What are the main obstacles that your organisation faces when
applying for RDI funds?

√

11.6

Which would be the most important sections of your organisation that
should be invested to increase the degree of innovation?

√

12.

COLLABORATION & NETWORK

12.1

How many international organisations have you cooperated with in
R&D between 2008 and 2011?

√

12.2

List government bodies which your organisation is linked to

√

12.3

List which national regulatory agencies specifically govern your
organisation's activity

√

12.4

List RDI centres that your organisation is linked to

√

12.5

List which technological parks your organisation is linked to

√

12.6

List which industrial platforms your organisation is linked to

√

12.7

List which professional associations your organisation is linked to

√

12.8

List which civil forums/associations/foundations your organisation is

√

√

√

√
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linked to
12.9

List which universities or research/science university departments
which your organisation is linked to

√

12.10

List other stakeholders of interest to your organisation

√

12.11

Is your organisation currently involved in any collaboration initiative
with a university or other academic institution? Explain

√

12.12

Does your organisation participate in any national innovation
program? Which?

12.13

Does your organisation belong to any innovation network? Which?

√

12.14

Does your organisation belong to, or build, a thematic experts' or
researcher’s network? Which?

√

12.15

Does your organisation cooperate with any TTO (Technical
(
Transfers
Office)? Which?

√

12.16

Does your organisation share knowledge and disseminate the result
of innovation? How?

12.17

Does your organisation "listen
listen" to the society's concerns, opinions,
etc.? How?

12.18

Does your organisation apply social media & web2.0 strategies
engaging in conversation with society? Explain

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

 Innovation Management Model
Cooperation Strategy

Question 8.3, inquiring about end-user
users’ needs (technologies, competences and know-how
how), is presented with a
standardized taxonomy based on the Security
S
Research Map (SeReMa) [8].
[8] Security Research Projects Database <http://security-research-map.eu/>
<

End-users
users needs: technologies, competences and know-how
1.

NATURAL SCIENCES
Biology
Medical sciences
Physics
Radiology
Chemistry

2.

ENGINEERING
Energy – generation/storage/distribution
Urban planning
Architecture
Construction industry
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Logistics
Transport systems
Aerospace technologies
Railway technologies
Space & satellite technologies
3.

FORENSIC SCIENCES
Forensic technologies
Biometry
Digital forensics

4.

HORIZONTAL ACTIVITIES
Navigation, guidance, control and tracking
Scenario development and decision support
Foresight systems
Simulators, trainers and artificial environments
Policy development
Testing and validation
Rescue and relief services
Law enforcement

5.

TECHNOLOGIES & MATERIALS
Biotechnology
Nanotechnology
Material Science
Protective textiles
Detection technologies
Sensor equipment and technologies
Electronics, Microelectronics

6.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
ICT applications
Communication and technologies
Intelligence systems
Artificial intelligence/robotics
Cyber security
Software, Data Processing
Network technologies
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Smart Systems
Radio frequency (RFID)
7.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES
Human Sciences
Social Sciences
Political Sciences
Ethic Research
Legal Sciences

8.

OTHERS
Specify
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